
2016 May 13

Dear ___ and all Supporters of Ocate Cliffs,

We have some work retreat dates now:
- Week of May 30 - tentative, not sure on exact dates
- June 18-21 - definite
- June 22-26 - definite

And you can also come June 18-26 for an 8-day trip. Travel assistance is available if you need it. If you
want to see a beautiful place, be in autistic space, and help with building, this could be the thing for 
you.

Also, we're hiring! After the staff house is livable, we need to have someone stay there and be the on-
site manager. It comes with housing and a small stipend, so it would be great for someone who likes to 
be in a remote location and needs a place to live. Here's the full information: 
http://www.divergentlabs.org/ocatecliffs/volunteer/residential-position/

The picture shows the stack of wall blocks and part of the floor insulation.

Have a great summer everyone,
Star Ford, Ocate Cliffs Program Manager



2016 June 12

Dear ___ and all Supporters of Ocate Cliffs, 

Three little things.

One - If you're in or near Albuquerque but aren't going up to the land, you can still come meet the 
retreaters on this Friday June 17th at 5 PM. This informal meeting will be at our house with snacks, and
is mainly to meet the people going up to work and wish us luck, and have questions answered. If you'd 
like to come, email me for directions.

Two - I'm hoping to cast the net a bit wider for the paid on site position, so if you can think of someone 
who might like to be alone on a mountain and could help out our project, please pass along this link: 
http://www.divergentlabs.org/ocatecliffs/volunteer/residential-position/

And Three - The walls are going up and it's starting to look like a building! 

Star Ford, Ocate Cliffs Program Manager



2016 July 6

Dear ___ and all Supporters of Ocate Cliffs, 

The June retreat was fun and we got some work done on the building as well as a solar shower 
enclosure, tent pad, and painting. We also laughed a lot, made campfire popcorn, and enjoyed the very 
good weather. Thanks to all those who came and hope to see you there again! Each retreat has been a 
learning experience and it's never done perfectly, but it feels like most everyone comes away with 
something new and helpful, and new connections get made. 

If you want to take part this year, please consider coming around the weekend of August 6 (approx 
thursday to tuesday). Divergent still has travel funds available for those who need it.

And don't forget to talk about us and help spread the word - thanks!

Star Ford, Ocate Cliffs Program Manager

(picture on next page)
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